ISO IWA
Guidance Principles for Addressing Sustainability in Secondary Resources Management

Davos, Switzerland 14, 15 & 16 October 2015
Welcome and Introductions
Mathias Schluep (Chair ISO IWA and World Resources Forum)
How will today work?

Sébastien Haye
(E4tech)

• Parking Lot concept
• Helpful rules for a successful day!
• Feedback
• What are your expectations?
• What are the objectives for today’s workshop?
Introducing the agenda & participants

Christine Carey (CRC)

- Agenda
- Survey results
- Who is in the room?
- Who is at my table?
Agenda                    Thursday 15 October 2015

09:30   Introducing the agenda and participants
09:50   Presentation: Introduction to the Guidance Principles
10:30   COFFEE AND TEA BREAK
10:50   Exercise: Carousel to jointly prioritise issues covered by the GPs
12:30   LUNCH
14:00   Presentation: E-waste Recycling in South Africa
14:30   Exercise: Enhancing our understanding of secondary metal supply chains
16:00   COFFEE AND TEA BREAK
16:20   Exercise: World Café
17:35   Discussion: Revisiting our objectives and expectations
17:45   Wrap up & summary of today’s session
Stakeholder Survey results
Highlight 1

Highlight 2
Introducing the Guidance Principles

Sonia Valdivia (ISO IWA Vice-Chair & World Resources Forum)
Coffee & Tea Break
Exercise: Carousel

**Objective:**
To jointly prioritise social, environmental and economic issues covered by the Guidance Principles.

**Instructions:**
You will be divided into six groups.

You will move with your group around the room answering questions at each Flip Chart or ‘point on the carousel’.

Each group will have a volunteer scribe and rapporteur.

When you hear the singing bowl please move clockwise to the next Flip Chart.
Lunch
Setting the scene: Challenges and opportunities for e-waste recycling in South Africa

Susanne Karcher (EnviroSense CC)
Exercise

Enhancing our understanding of secondary metal supply chains

Photo credit: Mining © Eduardo Martino, Fairtrade International
Coffee & Tea Break

Photo credit: UTZ Certified
Exercise: World café

Understanding secondary metal recycling and the GPs from different stakeholder perspectives

Q1 What do you see as the main challenges?

Q2 What would be the added value for your sector, especially how would you communicate these benefits towards your suppliers/clients/donors?

Q3 How might the GPs address these challenges?
Exercise: World café continued...

STAKEHOLDER

Table 1: Informal waste collectors
Table 2: MSMEs extracting metal from waste
Table 3: Large companies buying recycled metal
Table 4: End-users of secondary metals
Table 5: Government & local authorities
Table 6: Environmental & Social NGOs

QUESTIONS

Q1 What do you see as the main challenges?
Q2 What would be the added value for your sector, especially how would you communicate these benefits towards your suppliers/clients/donors?
Q3 How might the GPs address these challenges?
Revisiting our objectives & expectations

Workshop objectives - What did we want to accomplish today?

• To affirm that the GPs on secondary metals is a worthy initiative in which to invest time and energy and that it has the potential to deliver the desired change.

• To gain a clear understanding of the overall ISO IWA process and how participants can provide concrete and clear input into the Guidance Principles text –

• To ensure a common basis of knowledge regarding secondary metal supply chains, key stakeholders and related sustainability issues.

• To understand and take stock of participants’ interests, concerns and opinions.

• To provide comments on Draft 0 of the GPs

• To agree and communicate next steps in the consultation process for both Secretariat and for the participants.
Wrap up & summary of today’s session
*** End of presentation Thursday 15 October 2015 ***
Welcome back

Mathias Schluep (Chair ISO IWA) and Sonia Valdivia (Vice-Chair ISO IWA)
Exercise – Group Discussion

Option A
Examine the issues in the Parking Lot and decide as a group to pick 1 or 2 to discuss.

Option B
Use all the time up to the coffee break (10:50) to discuss the Guidance Principle text.
Coffee & Tea Break
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Exploring supporting mechanisms

**Option A - Plenary brainstorming** session to discuss supporting mechanisms

Examples of supporting mechanisms are: financial incentives, subsidies, increased access to project finance, etc. that could be developed to support the implementation of the GPs to drive change

**Option B - Table-based brainstorm session** – each group to provide in writing their top 3 discussion points around supporting mechanisms and the GPs.
Wrap up Session with Sonia Valdivia (Vice-Chair ISO IWA) and Rolf Widmer (SNV)
Closing remarks

Mathias Schluep (Chair ISO IWA)